
In 1993 Anne Gere identified what she called the extracurriculum  of com-
position, the self-sponsored writing among ordinary people who meet in

living rooms, nursing homes, community centers, churches, shelters for the
homeless, around kitchen t ables, and in rented rooms to write down their
worlds  (76). In that CCCC address, Gere proposed that we listen to the sig-
nals that come through the walls of our classrooms from the world out side
(76) in ef fect suggesting that composition had yet to underst and how writ-
ing is used and is useful in everyday life. Gere s  talk has cert ainly been a
touchstone for literacy scholars for nearly a decade now, and, yet, until
recently we ve seen little classroom material that actually t akes very seri-
ously that extracurriculum of composition. 1

Of course, it is not new to speak of writing in terms of local or political
motivation. In one of what she calls her historical and polemical  essays on
composition in the university, Sharon Crowley asks us to recall the lessons
of ancient rhetoric, whose proponents were unabashedly interested in influ-
encing the course of cultural and political events . Teachers of ancient
rhetorics,  writes Crowley, assumed that people compose only when they
are moved by some civic exigency. Unlike the composing principles taught in
current-traditional pedagogy (and in some versions of process pedagogy) . .
. the composing principles t aught in ancient rhetorical theories were fully sit-
uated in public occasions that required intervention or at any rate stimulated
a composer s desire to intervene  (263). 

W e have of ten, in teaching writing, reminded students that what they
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write and how they present it has much to do with the reason for writing, the
moment in time, the audience they have in mind, the material circumst ances
surrounding the writing, and more. And yet, we have only begun to investi-
gate how the circumst ance what John T rimbur identifies as the call to
write works it self out beyond the walls of our classrooms. Though it is true
that popular literacy studies are becoming more and more crucial to the work
we do in composition, I would argue that this field of study has much yet to
learn about how writing/how composing functions in response to civic exi-
gency. Such knowledge might actually lead us to accomplish the one thing
we have argued for years our composition and communication classrooms
ought to do: prepare students to be active p articipants in a democracy.

If anyone has been moved by civic exigency to a call to write,  certain-
ly the women and men I describe below have. In what follows, I want to
examine that call that motivation and set the writing that follows from it
in the larger context of how communication does function for active pa rtici-
pants in the politics of a nation.

When I began this work over two years ago, my thought was to locate the
places in everyday life where anything like what we might call local activism
is going on. I wanted to be able to explain the role writing/composing plays
in the work of nonprofit and independent groups local coalitions for the
homeless, women s shelters, Catholic W orker houses, soup kitchens, envi-
ronmental groups, local land trust groups, and others that are common
throughout the country.  

In organizing and in carrying out the activities of the organization, these
individuals must rely on some means of communication usually a newslet-
ter, a small newsp aper, brochures, signs, banners, posters, public service
announcements, and, more recently, web sites to get the word out, raise
funds, and build memberships or foster coalitions. Such groups are filled with
active p articipants  in this democracy. Many of them do not think of them-

selves as writers but found themselves at a moment when writing was need-
ed if the organization was to survive.

I started in a very limited way: For several months I read the newsletters
and newsp apers that come to my house published by about a dozen or so of
these groups from across the country Guadalupe, the newsletter for Casa
Maria, a Catholic W orker house in T ucson as well as newsletters and news-
papers from Catholic W orker houses in Houston, San Antonio, New Y ork,
Milwaukee, W orcester, and Minneapolis; Freedomways, New Hope House
newsletter,  Gatherings, and other prison ministry newsletters in the south;
publications like Hospitality and Sojourners which are p apers and magazines
written for and about street people and soup kitchens in Atlanta, W ashington,
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D.C., and rural Georgia. From my own community, I examined Off the Beaten
Path, a newsletter from the Barbara Kettle Gundlach Shelter Home for
Abused W omen; the newsletter of The Copper Country Peace Alliance;
newsletters from local environmental and land trust groups, and more.

Like David Barton and Mary Hamilton who in Local Literacies write of
their attempts to uncover and document everyday literacies which are often
unrecognized in dominant discourses about literacy  (5), my aim has been to
uncover the literacy practices of marginalized groups the small voices that,
now and then, lead to big action. To do that, I had to locate the people who
actually produce these publications and learn what their call/their motivation
has been, what constraints they face, how their publication is produced and
circulated, to and on behalf of whom they are writing, how they locate their
audience, and how they see themselves or their organization fitting into the
larger landscape of social or civic action, and most import ant for this
paper how (or, indeed, if) they identify themselves as writers.

Mine is a large project that is ongoing, but I propose here to tell the story
of one community and one newsletter which led me to the stories of four
communities and the people who work in and write for them. 

My interview with Ed We i r and his story of the beginnings of New
Hope House, a hospit ality house in rural Georgia for families of
prisoners on death row, led me to interview

Murphy Davis who with her husband Ed Loring began The Open
Door Community in Atlanta and its p aper Hospitality. And, those
interviews and the history of The Open Door led me to

Hannah Loring-Davis, then a student at Guilford College in North
Carolina, who helped found the independent student p aper The
Student Activist and to

Joe Roos, a co-f ounder with Jim Wallis of the Sojourner Community
in Washington, D.C., and Sojourner Magazine. These all led me
back inevit ably to  

The life of Dorothy Day and the beginnings of the Catholic W orker
Movement and especially the newsp aper The Catholic Worker
which led to

The origins of The Nation Magazine and the influence, on Day,  of
papers like The Masses and The Daily Worker all of which might
very well seem a far remove from the writing classroom or even
from literacy studies, in general, but I don t believe so. 

Begging the reader s p atience, then, I begin.
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It All Connects

In that little trail of people and p apers and organizations, it must be clear that
one of the first things I discovered was something very simple: These cheap-
ly produced, of ten unprofessional looking p apers and newsletters defy what
some have called the Culture of Disconnect.
They do not exist in a vacuum. They reject the fragmentation many of us
experience as or at least suspect is characteristic of life in the 21 st century.
Moreover, they actually do ef fect change, on the local level and beyond, in
the lives of the people they work with and for.

I won t, however, rest too long here in what might be taken for foolish
optimism. In her discussion of writing and the public sphere, Susan We l ls
reminds us that the relations of student s and teachers to the public are
marked by what she calls a simultaneous sense of exclusion and attraction.
There is a suggestion in these words that many students and their teachers
want to engage but don t believe there really is a way to enter such a large
and faceless debate, if, indeed, there even is a debate at all. That alienation
is especially true in the world of large news and publishing conglomerates,
of CNN and NBC and MSNBC; of T ime/W arner and AOL and Disney and US
Magazine and ABC2 and more.  That doesn t leave most of us much of a
voice, does it?

Perhaps the answer to this question lies in how we identify our audience
and what we expect from our p art of the conversation. W ells writes, I have
never known a writer, student or teacher, who wanted a smaller audience, or
a narrower readership; I have never known a writer who felt unproblemati-
cally at home in the discursive forms of broad political or social address
(332-333). I would say that perhaps W ells has hit on just the problem with the
way we too of ten approach political or social address. 

In the work I describe be low, I have, in fact, known writers who wanted a
smaller audience, a narrower readership. And, I encounter these writers all
of the time in the small, activist publications I carry with me for this work.
Here, for example, is how Dorothy Day describes the moments of the first
issue of The Catholic Worker:

I had sent my copy to the printer news accounts of the exploit ation of
Negroes in the South, and the plight of the sharecroppers; child labor in our
own neighborhood; some recent evictions; a local strike over wages and
hours; pleas for better home relief, and so on and we were waiting for
proofs.

When they came we cut them out and st arted making a dummy,  pasting
them up on the eight p ages of a t abloid the size of The Nation, writing head-
lines, and experimenting with dif ferent kinds of type. Peter looked over what
I had written as it came back from the printer. I could see that, far from being
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happy about it, he was becoming more and more disturbed. One day, while
looking over some fresh proofs, he shook his head. His expression was one of
great sadness.

It s everyone s p aper,  he said. I was pleased. I thought that was what we
both wanted. And everyone s p aper is no one s p aper,  he added with a
sigh. (Loaves 17)

Peter Maurin believed that a newsp aper could bring about what he called
clar ification of thought the first step in moving others to action. Men,  he

told her this was 1933 must think before they can act. They must study
(7). He was calling for a p aper that could and would be radical. A newspaper
that is for everyone is a newsp aper that speaks to no one and, thus, moves
no one to action. What Maurin was af ter was a public voice speaking to those
who would listen and be moved to act. This is very dif ferent from the face-
less, nameless public we too of ten set up in our classrooms.

Like The Catholic Worker, none of the newsletters and newsp apers that
constitute my study can be called everyone s  p aper.  They speak to special
interest groups on unpopular topics and t ake radical positions. To be quite
honest, they ask their readers to do the impossible:

End the death penalty.

Feed, clothe, and house ALL the poor.

Stop abuse.

End violence.

End poverty.
In other words, they are groups calling for not just radical but outrageous
action. Outrageous action isn t a subject for broad audience appeal.

As Barton and Hamilton remind us, literacy practices are shaped by
social rules which regulate the use and distribution of texts, prescribing who
may produce them and have access to them  (7). That, of course, is espe-
cially true for publications that circulate as newsletters and newspapers. We
know what such publications look like and from looks alone can immediately
identify one as mainstream or not. Many of the publications I examined are
printed primarily on the most inexpensive p aper available and sport some-
what amateurish graphics though the arguments presented within are often
quite complicated and for any mainstream publication quite long.
Hospitality, for example, of ten follows the example of The Catholic Worker and
features articles running three, even four t abloid-sized p ages long suggest-
ing that the writers do expect their readers to want more, not less informa-
tion.

More to the point, though the publications I am t alking about represent
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alternative, even radical voices, they are also produced in the very ordinary
context of the newsletter, the small t abloid or newsp aper, the political
speech, the sermon, the witness, the broad sheet, and the public appeal.
Notice, for example, that when Dorothy Day describes laying out the first
issue of The Catholic Worker, she st arted making a dummy,  pasting it up on
a tabloid the size of The Nation  (17).

Identifying with a publication like The Nation is not accident al. First of all,
Day s own background was with small, alternative, lef tist newsp apers. Her
brother worked for the dime-novel sized labor p aper,  The Day Book, a publi-
cation that introduced her to Eugene Debs and the IWW and to both nation-
al and international labor politics. Day s own first job was with the Socialist
paper The Call. In her autobiography,  The Long Loneliness, Day writes of
absorbing a radicalism from The Day Book and from the words of Jack
London, Upton Sinclair and other socialist writers she encountered through
these small p apers and magazines (41).

Her model, The Nation, was a magazine begun in 1865 at a time when
the press was being pulled by serious factions emerging from the Civil Wa r
and Reconstruction. In their prospectus, the founders wrote that one main
object of this new magazine was to be the discussion of the topics of the
day, and, above all, of legal, economical, and constitutional questions, with
greater accuracy and moderation than are now to be found in the daily press
(Vanden Heuvel 1). At least one st ated motivation for its founding, then, was
to set the record straight.

Setting the record straight is, in fact, what all of the people I interviewed
identified as one primary motivator as they set themselves to the t ask of cre-
ating a p aper. Ed W eir of New Hope House and Murphy Davis of The Open
Door both see their publications as of fering an alternative view setting the
record straight. Murphy,  in particular, pointed to the recent T ime/W arner-AOL
acquisition to say that there was little out there that was not coming from
essentially the same source the same people own most of the mainstream
press. There is very little chance out there, she said, for alternative voices. 

Motivation The Call

E d

Ed and Mary Ruth W eir run New Hope House, a hospitality house for fami-
lies of prisoners on Georgia s death row.  They are exceptionally quiet people
who get by on almost nothing. New Hope House and the We i rs livelihood
is supported by non-tax-deductible contributions. In other words, they must
depend on folks who are more interested in the work of New Hope House
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than in finding a good place for a tax deduction. Ed and Mary Ruth attend tri-
als, sit with the families of the accused, help file appeals if it is necessary,
visit death row prisoners, and get the word out that there is opposition in
Georgia to the death penalty.

Their newsletter, published from Possum Trot Road, is as unassuming as
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a newsletter can get, and just looking at it readers might not imagine that it
has much of an ef fect on many people at all. Yet this little publication is cru-
cial in creating a network of support for the anti-death penalty movement in
Georgia. 
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 The S tudent Activist , edited by second generation activist Hannah Loring-Davis
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In rural Georgia, you don t find many people who are out spokenly
against the death penalty in a way, at least, that might move them to take
action, form a community, spend time demonstrating, that sort of thing. So,
the newsletter, according to Ed, helps unite a network of friends who watch
the courts for death penalty trials, let Ed and Mary Ruth know what s going
on, get in touch with families of the accused, visit prisoners, and support New
Hope House. 

According to Ed, the newsletter had to be written for the most basic of rea-
sons:

To raise money for New Hope House

To keep the subject in the minds of the people.  

To maintain the network of people (especially Georgians)
working against the death penalty.

To inform supporters on current events relating to death
penalty trials and legislation.

The newsletter of ten cannot, however, do what Ed initially wanted it to do: It
can t tell the stories of the prisoners and their families because drawing too
much attention to one prisoner is likely to put that prisoner at risk even like-
ly to move up an execution date. So, he has to write about them, not name
them, but give his readers enough to understand the case. 3

It s a pretty tricky rhetorical situation, especially for someone who claims
he never saw himself, really, as a writer and can t remember ever taking a
writing class that at V anderbilt he majored in getting out.  

And, yet, writing was a p art of what, even as a child, Ed recognized as
something adults did. His grandfather wrote a column for the local p aper in
Douglas, Georgia, where Ed grew up, and even as he claimed not to be a
writer at all, he told the story of how he and a friend stumbled onto an old
printing press and st arted making up a neighborhood p aper with neighbor
news and recipes and jokes and stories. The two rode around town on their
bikes distributing their p aper to the neighbors. 

Ed s story reminded me of my brothers and sisters and I who played
school with boxes for desks, mass with pressed white bread for the com-

munion host, and store with empty cans and boxes from the kitchen
games we created to mimic adults. Ed was becoming his grandfather as he
wrote and printed the daily news, and so when it came time to write a
newsletter of his own one with much more social and political significance
than the one of childhood games he already knew where to begin.

Murphy Davis

Ed Weir knows Murphy Davis because New Hope House began out of The
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Open Door s  prison ministry program. Murphy had been a death penalty
opponent for many years even before the creation of The Open Door
Community. Hospitality the newsletter from The Open Door —covers prison
issues as well as the politics of homelessness. Members of The Open Door
participate in vigils before executions, go to trials, visit prisoners and their
families, and serve on the Board of New Hope House. They are p art of the
network kept alive partially through Ed We ir s little newsletter.

Murphy is an ordained Presbyterian minister who says she must have
taken the required writing courses in college though she doesn t remember
them. She took sermon writing, of course, but dismissed it as a writing
course though much of the quality of a well-wrought sermon does come
through in her writing. She writes for and helps to edit Hospitality, a newspa-
per that st arted as a newsletter.  The newsletter,  l ike New Hope House s
newsletter, was st arted because it had to be:

To raise money.

To recruit volunteers.

To notify the community.
When Murphy told of changing from a newsletter format to a small newspa-
per, she had in mind something like The Catholic Worker. The influence
extends beyond Dorothy Day, however. Murphy and her husband Ed Loring
had also been reading a radical Christian p aper called The Post-American
founded by Joe Roos and Jim Wa ll is. The Post-American, it turns out, was the
precursor to Sojourners magazine and the Sojourners Community in
W ashington, D.C.

Joe Roos and Jim W allis

Joe Roos, a co-founder with Jim W allis of the Sojourners Community, knows
Murphy Davis and Ed Loring. He remembers their daughter Hannah Loring-
Davis as a toddler, now the co-founder of her own independent p aper at
Guilford College. He also knows Ed W eir and the work of New Hope House.

In a history of Sojourners, co-founder Jim W allis describes the exigency
which moved him, with Joe Roos and others, to begin a p aper:

W e knew there had to be other people who were feeling the same things we
were . . . I have sometimes likened the publication of the Post-American to
the raising of a flagpole. Many people on the ground, at the grass roots ,
were longing for an alternative to the narrow versions of Christian faith they
were experiencing in their churches, but they didn t know one another. (15)

In changing the paper Post-American to the magazine Sojourners, Wallis and
Roos were actually making a commitment to community and not simply to
getting the word out to like-minded people. W allis describes it this way:
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The relationship between the members of our little group was the foundation
for the publication of the magazine. . . . The magazine gave a focus to our
relationship, a t ask around which we gathered, and the excitement of new
ideas soon became the cat alyst for thoughts about a community. (94)

And, this actually returns us to Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin and The
Catholic Worker. 

Jim W allis says that the number of people touched by Dorothy Day is
beyond counting. This evangelical boy from the Midwest was one  (162).
Peter Gathje s history of The Open Door Community says something of the
same for Murphy Davis and Ed Loring: In their attempts to find direction for
their own work with the homeless, they traveled to Mary House in New Y ork.
On the train home, Ed read Day s autobiography The Long Loneliness. Gathje
writes that as he and Murphy shared their reading . . . they began to see
what this call of hospit ality would require of them  (28). 

It is no accident, then, that Murphy had something like The Catholic
Worker  in mind when she created Hospitality, and it is no accident that Jim
W allis experienced real pride when someone told him that Sojourners
Community was like a Protest ant Catholic Worker (163).

Conclusion

I began my observations by saying that I learned something very simple: that
these little newsletters and cheaply printed p apers ( The Catholic Worker still
sells for one cent) defy the Culture of Disconnect. They might look unimpor-
tant, but they app arently do extremely important work both within and out side
the organizations that produce them. They connect people and ideas and
they do have an ef fect on the ways people live their lives. That connection is,
in fact, the primary motivation of these writers.

Perhaps the problem with teaching public discourse is not so much that,
as Wells notices, our advice to students is too abstract/the audience we
imagine too faceless though that is certainly a problem. Perhaps the real
problem is that too many believe that small changes/small movements don t
really mean much. They don t really change much. 

And, yet, if I look at an organization like Sojourners or Catholic Worker
Houses or New Hope House, it is very clear to me that one of the few ways
most of us even have access to alternative views is through these networks
of small newsletters and newsp apers that reach out to like-minded readers.
Certainly, the only way the American public is likely to know that there is
poverty in this country unless they are experiencing it themselves is
through the people working with the impoverished. 

More to the point, it is when we open our classrooms to communication
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16  Reflections

of all sorts not just to E.B. White (though he wrote beautifully) or to acade-
mic cultural critique (though much of it is timely and of great interest) and,
especially, not just to Time, Newsweek, and US News and World Report—that we
begin to understand the role communication plays in the lives of active pa r-
ticipants in this democracy.

Hannah Loring-Davis knows this. As a Guilford College student, she
joined with students from Guilford and other surrounding colleges to estab-
lish a student p aper,  The Student Activist, that would actually publish stories
on national and international politics, stories not written from the point of
view of whatever administration is currently in power. Like Ed We ir, she was
following the adults in her life who had already shown her what it could mean
to write something that matters to other people, something that would unite
those around her who did not recognize themselves in the stories of most
mainstream college newsp apers. More than that, because she grew up
watching her p arents write for and read alternative press p apers, she knew
where to begin. Perhaps in the end, it is finding out where to begin that is left
out in most of our t alk of public writing. And, it is in reading the extraordinary
words of ordinary men and women writing for local, little known causes, that
we might just discover where to begin.

Notes
1 John T rimbur s  The Call to Write is a notable exception to that rule. In it, T rimbur

takes the notion that writing is situated and social that we write in response to a need,
an event, a moment and uses it (from Lloyd Bitzer s treatment of exigency) to create a
composition text that looks a good deal dif ferent from what we have come to expect in
such books. That theme, that we write in response to a call,  determines the very nature
of both the instruction and the assignments throughout.

2 ABC recently announced that, in addition to its partnership with Disney
Corporation, it now has an ongoing relationship with Us Magazine, confirming for many
the connection between television news and Entertainment Weekly.

3 This has been especially true since the Fall of 2001 when Georgia resumed exe-
cutions af ter a three-year court battle over whether or not the electric chair constituted
cruel and unusual punishment. By the time the courts had decided it did, the Georgia
Department of Corrections had equipped it s death chamber with equipment for lethal
injection. Between October and December of 2001, four prisoners were executed using
lethal injection, and the rate of executions is likely to rise in 2002.

Resources

NE WHO P E HO U S E(support for people
on Georgia s death row)

PO Box 1213
Grif fin, GA 30224

HOSPITALITY (newsletter of The Open
Door Community)

910 Ponce de Leon A ve., NE
Atlanta, GA 30306-4212

TH E VOICE (murder victim s families
for reconciliation)

PO Box 208
Atlantic, VA 23303-0208

COPPERCO U N T RYHABITAT F O R HUMANITY

PO Box 231
Houghton, MI 49931

C C G A P NEWSLETTER(Copper Country
Guatemala 
Accompaniment Project)
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Evanston, IL 60202-2913
The Shalom Mission Communities:

Plow Creek Fellowship, T iskilwa, IL
Hope Community, W aco, TX
Reba Place Fellowship, Evanston, IL

KE W E E N AWLA N DTR U S T

PO Box 750
Houghton, MI 49931

HABITAT HERALD

Habitat for Humanity Detroit
15325 Gratiot
Detroit, MI 48205

HABI CH AT (bi-monthly newletter for fam-
ilies of Uptown Habit at for Humanity)

6580 N. Sheridan Rd.
Chicago, IL 60626

OFF THE BE ATENPAT H (newsletter of the
Barbara Kettle Gundlach Shelter)

PO Box 8
Calumet, MI 49913

GUADALUPE(newsletter of Casa Maria,
the Catholic W orker Community in
Tucson)

401 E. 26th St .
Tucson, AZ 85713

Sue Ellen Kingsley
RR1 Box 68
Hancock, MI 49930

KOINONIA NEWSLETTER

Koinania Partners, Inc.
1324 GA Hwy. 49 X.
Americus, GA 31709

GATHERINGS(newsletter of V ictim
Offender Services)

A Ministry of Americus Mennonite
Fellowship

PO Box 1785
Americus, GA 31709

FR E E D O M WAY S(newsletter of the
Prison & Jail Project)

PO Box 6749
Americus, GA 31709

TH E TR U M P E T(newsletter of Anderson
Hospit ality House

Box 579
Alderson, WV 24910

HO U S TO NCATHOLIC WO R K E R

(publication of Casa Juan Diego
House of Hospita l i ty)

PO Box 70113
Houston TX 77270

SH A L O MCONNECTIONS

A Quarterly Newsletter
726 Seward #2
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